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Abstract

AIM: To evaluate the normal liver volume in north Indian population by using spiral computerized tomography. METHODS: CT data of 337 patients (176 males, 161 females) was prospectively evaluated. Body parameters (body height, body weight, body surface area and body mass index) and laboratory data were collected. After data processing, the volume of liver was assessed. RESULTS: The mean liver volume was found to be 1445.20 ± 329.18 cm³. Liver volume best correlated with age (p < 0.05, correlation coefficient: r = 0.13) and correlation with body height was 0.10 and with other parameter as body weight, BMI and BSA was respectively (p < 0.05) 0.05, 0.08 and 0.09. CONCLUSION: The Liver volume assessed with computerized tomography scanning has correlated well with age reciprocally and with body height positively.

INTRODUCTION

Estimation of liver size has important clinical implication. A thorough knowledge of liver dimensions and volume is prerequisite for clinical assessment of liver disorders & it can facilitate decision making in liver transplant surgery especially to avoid donor-recipient graft mismatch.

Of several indexes of liver size, liver span and liver volume are important. Liver span (longitudinal diameter) was traditionally used because it can be conveniently measured using palpation and ultrasonography (USG). However, considering the complexity of liver shape, liver span alone cannot appropriately represent liver mass. Additionally, liver span as measured by palpation and USG is prone to inter-observer variability and poor repeatability. Few studies have explained that palpation and percussion provide vague evidence of liver enlargement.

Organ volume must be related to an individual’s age, sex and body habitus for a more precise interpretation of abnormality, for example liver volume is decreased in pathologies leading to fibrosis and consequent shrinkage like cirrhosis of liver on one hand and in all the space occupying lesions leading to the increase in the size of liver like tumors of the liver on the other hand. Size of liver is also an important factor when considering surgical correction during liver transplantation and any other liver pathology.

In liver transplantation, pre-transplant liver volume is an independent determinant of the prognosis of graft liver. Living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) has been used to alleviate the shortage of available liver donors. Accurate estimation of the standard liver volume (SLV) of the living donor and recipient is crucial. Overestimation of the donor’s SLV may result in excessive hepatic resection leading to liver failure, while underestimation of the recipient’s SLV may result in small-for-size graft syndrome.

Liver volume can be measured by USG, but it is bounded by some variations due to observer bias. With development of more elaborate imaging methods such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), spiral computed tomography, measurement of mass or organ volume has become feasible. The spiral CT images which can generate 3-D reconstruction images are particularly accurate in measurement of organ volume.

In present study, normal liver volume of healthy adult north Indian population has been estimated by using spiral computed tomography scans and its relationship with various body indices has been statistically calculated.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Patient Selection- In this prospective study, 337 individuals aged between 21-70 years were evaluated clinically and also by laboratory tests. There were 161 males and 176 females.
These were individuals of different ethnic background belonging to northern India who underwent spiral computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen or thorax in department of radiodiagnosis, Chhatrapati Shahji Maharaj Medical University, (ernstwhile King George’s Medical College), Lucknow, India for conditions unrelated to the hepatobiliary system, during December 2006 and July 2007.

The patient’s population comprised of outpatients and inpatients that required CT examination due to common clinical conditions. After obtaining informed consent from the patients, the medical records and laboratory findings of the patients along with the radiologist’s report for each CT examination were reviewed.

Individuals who did not give consent, patients unable to comply with procedure, those who had received chemotherapy or radiational therapy during the two years prior to study or patients with disorder known to affect liver and pregnant females were excluded from the study.

Clinical Data- Data of individuals included in present study was age, sex, body height (BH, measured to the nearest 1 cm) and body weight (BW, measured to the nearest 0.5 kg). Body surface area (BSA) was then calculated using the DuBois and DuBois formula:

\[
BSA \ (m^2) = [BW \ (in \ kg)^{0.425} \times BH \ (in \ cm)^{0.725}] \times 0.007184
\]

and body mass index (BMI) was calculated by -

\[
BMI \ (kg/m^2) = \text{Weight (kg)} / [\text{Body height (meter)}]^2
\]

CT scans (GE Medical System, USA, and model name – CT/e) were evaluated in 337 subjects maintaining a fixed and specified technical configuration while taking CT slices. The CT scan was done in supine position. The thickness of each slice was 10 mm.

Estimation of liver volume using CT- Volume of liver was measured using Able 3D Doctor 3.5 (software) in axial CT image. The liver volume was measured through contiguous slices. The software enabled free-hand outlining of the perimetry of liver by digital pen. All outlining were performed by a single investigator (DA) trained to recognize the relevant organ boundaries.(figure:1) Inferior vena cava, extra-parenchymal portal vein and the gall bladder were excluded from outline. Hepatic veins and intra-parenchymal portal venous system were included in outlining. Volume was determined by multiplying the sum of all slices by the 3D image reconstruction and volume rendering tool.

Statistical Analysis - The results have been presented as mean ± SD. All values were recorded on a Microsoft excel spreadsheet. Data analysis was performed using Microsoft excel 2007. Mean and standard deviation of the liver volume was calculated and correlation was obtained between liver volume and different body indices.

RESULTS

A total of 337 subjects (176 males, 161 females) native of north India were included in the present study. Their mean age was 49.39 years (21 - 70 years), mean body weight was 63.10 kg (41 – 87 kg), mean body height was 1.58 m (1.42 – 1.76 m), and mean BMI was 25.27 kg / m² (13.86 – 35.88 kg/ m²), and mean BSA was 1.64 m² (1.34 – 1.98 m²) (Table 1).

Table- 1 Mean ± SD of various parameters included in study
Mean liver volume was estimated to be 1,445.20 cm$^3$ ± 329.18 cm$^3$ (1,209.72 – 1,680.68 cm$^3$). Liver volume reciprocally correlated with age (correlation coefficient: $r = 0.13$, $p < 0.05$). Liver volume also correlated with other indices as body height ($r = 0.10$, $p < 0.05$), body weight ($r = 0.05$, $p < 0.05$), BMI ($r = 0.08$, $p < 0.05$) and BSA ($r = 0.09$, $p < 0.05$). Statistical analysis shows that liver volume is related more significantly with age than body height. The correlation of other body indices (body weight, BMI and BSA) with liver volume was weaker.

Mean liver volume observed in different age group has been shown in table – 2 and figure – 3. It demonstrates that maximum liver volume (2,321 cm$^3$) was in 21-25 years of age group and minimum liver volume (1,149 cm$^3$) was associated with 66-70 years of age group. In scatter diagram (figure-4) plotted between mean age (in different age group) and mean liver volume estimated (in different age group) shows a linear fall in liver volume with advancing age.
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**Figure 5**
Figure 3: Bar chart showing estimated liver volume in different age group
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**Figure 6**
Figure 4: Scatter diagram showing relationship of mean liver volume with mean age in different age group
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In males (n=161) mean liver volume observed was 1,511 cm$^3$ and in females (n=176) was 1,287 cm$^3$. In male, liver volume showed good reciprocal correlation with age ($r = 0.21$, $p < 0.05$), but in females liver volume correlates more with weight ($r = 0.14$, $p < 0.05$) than age.

Using multivariate linear regression, we found age and body height to be good predictor of liver volume (adjusted $r^2 = 0.015$, $F = 3.485$) and liver volume was best predicted by the following equation: Liver Volume = 678.35 + ($- 8.45 \times$ Age) + (724.84 $\times$ body height).

**DISCUSSION**
Accurate estimation of liver volume is essential prior to living related liver transplant since small for size grafts are known to cause complications and compromised outcome. Graft volume to SLV ratio of 30% or less and graft to recipient body weight ratio of less than 0.8 are associated with increased morbidity, and impaired graft and patient survival post transplant.

The present study assessed the normal liver volume in adult north Indian population prospectively by spiral CT. Statistically age correlated reciprocally where as body height related positively with liver volume. Since computerized tomography is non-invasive, user friendly, reliable so it was chosen as a means to assess the liver volume.

Various past studies have assessed liver dimensions and volumes by USG and CT in living and also by post mortem study directly.

Some of the researchers who used ultrasonography have reported great differences in the liver volume; in their study and they revealed the need of a more reliable method. Some researcher established the usefulness of three dimensional computed tomography of liver before donor hepatectomy.

Singh et al. (1999) and See Ching et al. (2006) measured the liver weight by post-mortem study and Cao et al. (2007), Schiano et al. (2000) and Zhu et al. (1999) conducted the study on cirrhosis and malignant liver, where as the present study was done in living healthy subjects by spiral CT, hence more reliable for surgeons to assess liver volume more precisely in north Indian population.

Soyer et al. (1992), Schiano et al. (2000), Henderson et al. (1981) have shown that CT volume measurement of the liver correlates well with actual liver volume, they reported 95% accuracy. In the present study the liver volume was calculated by manual tracing of liver boundary over the abdominal CT scan images. This method was previously suggested as a reliable method by Emiroglu et al. (2000), Simon et al. (2007), Satau et al. (2006).

It has been conclusively proven that age and gender are independent determining factors of liver size. In this study, mean liver volume was 1,445.20 ± 329.18 cm$^3$ (in male - 1,511 cm$^3$, female – 1,287 cm$^3$). Chandramohan et al.(2007) reported that the mean liver volume in south Indian population to be 1186 cc, which is less than that observed in the present study. It may be due to different body habitus and environment between north Indian and south Indian
population. In comparison with researches in western population by Henderson[25], kamel[37], liver volume was lower in present study and higher than Japanese and Chinese population which were conducted by Nakayama [6].

Lemke[19], See[30], Zhu[32], Wang[37], Fu-gui[38], this may be due to the fact that because the average Indian body indices lie between a higher western and lower Japanese, Chinese body indices.

Most of the studies have been performed in the western population, some also in Asians, but there is lack of normogram for liver volume in north Indian population. Normal body parameters, including organ size show racial variations. Hence, it is not rational to extrapolate the normal liver volume data of western adult population to Indian population.

The results of present study on the relationship between liver volumes with age as well as body height are consistent with those of previous reports. Liver volume was correlated significantly with age, body height, body weight, BMI and BSA, but age showed a relatively greater correlation [34, 39, 40].

Limitation of this study is that we couldn’t compare the liver volume with real size of liver. However it is already proved that contiguous CT slice examination is an objective and reliable method to measure the liver volume[34].

In conclusion, liver volume is a reliable index of liver size and measurement of liver volume with spiral CT is useful method. Hence spiral CT facilitates measurement of liver volume and enable us to use it in clinical field.
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